
Code OECD 

ICT  Indicator

Code variable 

EUROSTAT

Change in 

correspondance
Title (EUROSTAT) Title (OECD)

A1 H_COMP Households having access to, via one of its members, a computer Proportion of households with computer access at home

B1 H_IACC Households with Internet access Proportion of households with Internet access at home

B21 H_BROAD Household Internet connection type: broadband Proportion of households with broadband Internet access at home

B21a H_BBFIX Household internet connection type: fixed broadband Proportion of households with FIXED broadband Internet access at home

B21b H_BBMOB Household internet connection type: mobile broadband Proportion of households with MOBILE broadband Internet acess at home

C2a I_CLT12 Last computer use: within last 12 months Computer use, within the last 12 months

C2b I_C3 Last computer use: within last 3 months Computer use, within the last 3 months

C5a I_ILT12 Last Internet use: in the last 12 months Internet use, within the last 12 months

C5b I_IU3 Last Internet use: in last 3 months Internet use, within the last 3 months

C5b1 I_IDAY Frequency of Internet access: daily Internet use, daily or almost every day, within the last 3 months

C6a I_IHM Internet access at home Internet use from HOME, within the last3 months

C6b I_IWRK Internet access at place of work Internet use from WORK (other than home), within the last 3 months

C6c I_IED Internet access at place of education Internet use from SCHOOL (or education facility), within the last 3 months

C6d1 I_IOH Internet access at other people's houses Internet use from another person s home, within the last 3 months

C6d I_IOTH Internet access at other places Internet use from other places, within the last 3 months

C6e I_IUMD Individuals used a portable computer or a handheld device to access Internet 

away from home or work

Internet use in mobility, within the last 3 months

D1a I_IUEM Internet use: sending/receiving e-mails Internet use for e-mailing for private (non-work) purpose, within the last 3 months

D1b I_IUSNET Internet use: participating in social networks (creating user profile, posting 

messages or other contributions to facebook, twitter, etc.)

Internet use for accessing social networking sites (e.g. MySpace, Facebook), within the last 3 months

D1e I_IUPH Internet use: telephoning, videoconferencing Internet use for telephoning/video calling (via webcam), within the last 3 months

D1e I_IUPH1 from 2008 onwards Internet use: telephoning or video calls

D1f I_IUIF Internet use: finding information about goods and services Internet use for finding information about goods and services, within the last 3 months

D1g I_IUNW Internet use: reading/downloading online newspapers/news Internet use for Reading/downloading online newspapers/news magazines, within the last 3 months

D1g I_IUNW1 from 2013 onwards Internet use: reading online news sites/newspapers/news magazines

D1h I_IHIF Internet use: seeking health information Internet use for seeking health information (on injury, disease, nutrition etc.), within the last 3 months

D1i I_IUSOFT Internet use: downloading software Internet use for downloading software (other than games), patches or upgrades, within the last 3 

months

D1j I_IUWEB Internet use: listening to web radios and/or watching web TV Internet use for listening for web radios, watching web television, within the last 3 months

D1j I_IUWEB2 from 2014 onwards Internet use: listening to web radio

D1j1 I_IUMUSS Internet use: listening to music (e.g. w eb radio, music streaming) Internet use for listening for  listening to music  (e.g. web radio, music streaming), within the last 3 

months

D1j1 I_IUMUSS1 from 2020 onwards Internet use: listening to music  (e.g. web radio, music streaming) or 

downloading music

D1j2 I_IUSTV Internet use: watching internet streamed TV (live or catch-up) from TV 

broadcasters

Internet use for watching internet streamed TV (live or catch-up) from TV broadcasters, ), within the 

last 3 months

The following table provides the correspondance
1
 between the indicators of the OECD database on ICT Access and Usage by Households and Individuals and the variables used in the Eurostat 

database. Latest revision: December 2023.

1. For any change in correspondance, a break in series has been added in the OECD database.

For the European European Statistical System (ESS) countries, from 2020 onwards, indicators on online purchases for specific items relate to a reference period of 3 months (as opposed to 12 months for the previous years). In 
the OECD ICT Access and Usage by Individuals database, the following indicators are impacted: G2a1, G2a2, G2b, G2b1, G2c, G2dbis, G2g, G2h1 à G2h4, G2i, G2j, G2k1, G2k2, G2m, G2n1, and G2n2.

For the European European Statistical System (ESS) countries, from 2021 onwards, indicators on ICT skills relate to a reference period of 3 months (as opposed to 12 months for the previous years). In the OECD ICT Access and 
Usage by Individuals database, the following indicators are impacted: H1a, H1c, H1d, H1g, H1h, H1i, and H1k.
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EUROSTAT

Change in 

correspondance
Title (EUROSTAT) Title (OECD)

D1k I_IUGM Internet use: playing/downloading games, images, films or music Internet use for playing/streaming/downloading games, images, films or music , within the last 3 

months

D1k I_IUENT from 2016 onwards Internet use: playing/downloading games, listening to music or watching internet 

streamed TV or videos

D1l I_IUGMNET Internet use: playing networked games with other persons Internet use for playing networked games with other persons, within the last 3 months

D1m I_IUJOB Internet use: job search or sending an application Internet use for looking for a job or sending a job application, within the last 3 months

D1n I_IUPNET Internet use: participating in professional networks (creating user profile, posting 

messages or other contributions to LinkedIn, Xing, etc.)

Internet use for participating in professional networks (e.g. Linkedin), within the last 3 months

D1o I_IUOLC Individuals who have used Internet, in the last 3 months, for doing an online 

course (of any subject)

Internet use for doing an online course (in any subject), within the last 3 months

D1p I_IUWIKI Internet use: consulting wikis (to obtain knowledge on any subject) Internet use for consulting wikis (e.g. Wikipedia) or any online source of, within the last 3 months

D1q I_IUCWEB Internet use: creating websites or blogs Internet use for managing personal homepage, within the last 3 months

D1r I_IUUPL Internet use: uploading self-created content to any website to be shared Internet use for uploading self-created content on sharing websites (e.g YouTube), within the last 3 

months

D1r I_IUUPL1 from 2020 onwards Internet use: sharing or publishing self-created videos, photos, music, texts, etc 

on a website or via an app

D1t I_IUBK Internet use: Internet banking Internet use for Internet banking, within the last 3 months

D1u I_IUSELL Internet use: selling goods or services Internet use for selling of goods or services (e.g. on eBay), within the last 3 months

D1w I_CC Internet used: Internet storage space to save documents, pictures, music, video 

or other files

Individuals using the Internet as storage space to save files for private purposes - last 3 m (%)

F1 I_IUGOV Internet use: interacting with public authorities Internet use for visiting or interacting with government or public services websites (E-government) with 

the purpose of obtaining information, downloading official forms or submitting completed forms, within 

the last 12 months

F1 I_IUGOV12 from 2008 onwards Internet use: interaction with public authorities (last 12 months)

F1 I_IUGOV1 from 2022 onwards Internet use: interaction with public authorities (last 12 months)

F1a I_IGOVIF Internet use: obtaining information from public authorities Internet use for obtaining information from government or public services websites, within the last 12 

months 

F1a I_IGOV12IF from 2008 onwards Internet use: obtaining information from public authorities web sites or apps (last 

12 months)

F1a I_IGOV12IF2 from 2022 onwards Internet use: obtaining information about services, benefits, entitlements, laws, 

opening hours (last 12 months)

F1b I_IGOVFM Internet use: downloading official forms Internet use for downloading official forms from government or public services websites, within the last 

12 months 

F1b I_IGOV12FM from 2008 onwards Internet use: downloading official forms (last 12 months)

F1b I_IGOV12FM2 from 2022 onwards Internet use: downloading or printing official forms (last 12 months)

F1c I_IGOVRT Internet use: sending filled forms Internet use for submitting completed forms from government or public services websites, within the 

last 12 months 

F1c I_IGOV12RT from 2008 onwards Internet use: sending filled forms (last 12 months)
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Code OECD 

ICT  Indicator
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EUROSTAT

Change in 

correspondance
Title (EUROSTAT) Title (OECD)

F2 I_IGOV_ANY Individuals using websites of public authorities for any of igovtax, igovss, 

igovdoc, igovlib, igoved or igovmv

igovtax=Individuals submitting income tax declaration via websites of public 

authorities

igovss=Individuals claiming social security benefits (e.g. unemployment benefits, 

retirement, child allowance)  via websites of public authorities

igovdoc=Individuals requesting personal documents or certificates via websites 

of public authorities

igovlib=Individuals using public libraries (availability of catalogues, search tools) 

via websites of public authorities

igoved=Individuals enroling in higher education or university via websites of 

public authorities

igovmv=Individuals notifying change of address via websites of public authorities

Proportion of individuals who have used the Internet for using services delivered through government 

or public services websites, within the last 12 months

Services include: Income tax declaration; Claiming social security benefits (e.g. unemployment 

benefits, retirement, child allowance); Requesting personal documents (passport, ID card or driver's 

licence) or certificates (birth, marriage, death); Public libraries (availability of catalogues, search tools); 

Enrolment in education or university; Notification of change of address; Interacting with health services 

(e.g. booking appointments, getting results of analyses etc.).

F2 I_IGOVANYS from 2022 onwards Internet use: website or app of public authorities (last 12 months)

F2a i_govtaxy I've already done on-line: my income taxes (declaration or notification of 

assessment)

Proportion of individuals who have used the Internet for using income tax declaration services from 

government or public services websites, within the last 12 months

F2a i_igov12rt_td 2011 I have used Internet, in the last 12 months, for sending filled forms to public 

authorities for the purpose of tax declaration

F2a I_IGOVTAX from 2013 onwards Individuals submitting income tax declaration via websites of public authorities

F2a I_IGOVTAX1_SLF from 2022 onwards I have used internet, in the last 12 months, for submitting my tax declaration

F2b i_govssy I've already done on-line: social security benefits (unemployment benefits, child 

allowance, medical costs, student grants)

Internet use for claiming social security benefits (e.g. unemployment benefits) from government or 

public services websites, within the last 12 months

F2b I_IGOVSS from 2013 onwards Individuals claiming social security benefits (e.g. unemployment benefits, 

retirement, child allowance) via websites of public authorities

F2b I_IGOVBE from 2022 onwards I have used internet, in the last 12 months, for requesting benefits or entitlements

F2c i_govdocy I've already done on-line: personal documents (passport and driver's licence) Internet use for requesting personal documents (e.g. passport) or certificates (e.g. birth) from 

government or public services websites, within the last 12 months

F2c I_IGOVDOC from 2013 onwards Individuals requesting personal documents or certificates via websites of public 

authorities

F2c I_IGOVODC from 2022 onwards I have used internet, in the last 12 months, for requesting official documents or 

certificates

F2d i_govliby I've already done on-line: public libraries (availability of catalogues, search tools) Internet use for accessing public libraries services (availability of catalogues, search tools) from 

government or public services websites, within the last 12 months

F2d I_IGOVLIB from 2013 onwards Individuals using public libraries (availability of catalogues, search tools) via 

websites of public authorities

F2e i_govedy I've already done on-line: enrolment on higher education or university Internet use for the enrolment in education or university from government or public services websites, 

within the last 12 months

F2e I_IGOVED from 2013 onwards Individuals enroling in higher education or university via websites of public 

authorities

F2f i_govmvy I've already done on-line: announcement of moving (change of address) Internet use for the notification of change of address from government or public services websites, 

within the last 12 months

F2f I_IGOVMV from 2013 onwards Individuals notifying change of address via websites of public authorities

F2g i_govhly I've already done on-line: health-related services (eg interactive advice on 

availability of services in different hospitals, appointments for

Internet use for interacting with health services (e.g. booking appointments) from government or public 

services websites, within the last 12 months

F4a I_IGOV12RTX_NAP Individuals did not have to submit official forms at all (no need) Individuals did not submit forms to public authorities: no need at all - last 12 m (%)

F4a I_IRGOVNN from 2022 onwards Individualsdid not requested any official document or made any claim, in the last 

12 months, because they had no need to
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ICT  Indicator
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EUROSTAT

Change in 

correspondance
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F4b I_IGOV12RTX_SNA There was no such website service available Individuals did not submit forms to public authorities: no such website service available - last 12 m (%)

F4f I_IGOV12RTX_SKL Individuals' lack of skills or knowledge Individuals did not submit forms to public authorities: lack of skills or knowledge - last 12 m (%)

F4f I_IRGOVLS from 2022 onwards I have not requested any official document or made any claim, in the last 12 

months, because I lacked the skills or knowledge

F4g I_IGOV12RTX_SEC Individuals' concerns about protection and security of personal data Individuals did not submit forms to public authorities: personal data protection and security concerns - 

last 12m (%)

F4g I_IRGOVSEC from 2022 onwards I have not requested any official document or made any claim, in the last 12 

months, because I have concerns about security

F4i I_IGOV12RTX_SIGN Lack of or problems with electronic signature or electronic ID/certificate Individuals did not submit forms to public authorities: electronic signature or electronic ID/certificate 

issues - last 12m (%)

F4i I_IRGOVEID from 2022 onwards I have not requested any official document or made any claim, in the last 12 

months, because I lacked the electronic signature

F4j I_IGOV12RTX_DEL Another person did it on behalf of the individual (e.g. consultant, tax advisor, 

relative, etc.)

Individuals did not submit forms to public authorities: another person did it on their behalf - last 12 m 

(%)

F4j I_IRGOVOP from 2022 onwards I have not requested any official document or made any claim, in the last 12 

months, because another person did it on my behalf

G1 I_BLT12 Last online purchase: in the 12 months Individuals who have placed orders for goods or services (purchasing) over the Internet from any 

location, for private/personal purposes, in the last 12 months

G2a I_BBOOK Online purchases: books/magazines/e-learning material Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for books, magazines 

or newspapers

G2a1 I_BBOOKNLG new (from 2020 

onwards)

Online purchases (3 months): printed books, magazines or newspapers Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for printed books, 

magazines or newspapers

G2a2 I_BBOOKNLS new (from 2020 

onwards)

Online purchases (3 months): e-books, online-magazines or online-newspapers Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, e-books, online-

magazines or online-newspapers

G2b I_BCLOT Online purchases: clothes, sports goods Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for clothing, footwear, 

sporting goods or accessories

G2b I_BCLOT1 from 2020 onwards Online purchases (3 months): clothes (including sport clothing), shoes or 

accessories

G2b1 I_BSPG new (from 2020 

onwards)

Online purchases (3 months): sports goods (excluding sport clothing) Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for sporting goods 

(excluding sport clothing)

G2c I_BHARD Online purchases: computer hardware Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for computer 

equipment or parts (including peripheral equipment)

G2c I_BHARD1 from 2020 onwards Online purchases (3 months): computers, tablets, mobile phones or accessories

G2d I_BGSOFT Online purchases: video games software and upgrades Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for computer or video 

games

G2dbis I_BSOFT Online purchases: computer software Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet for particular products, within the last 12 months:  

Computer games or video games, and computer software (other than games: includes upgrades and 

paid apps)

G2dbis I_BSOFTS from 2020 onwards Online purchases (3 months): computer or other software as downloads 

including upgrades

G2e I_BOSOFT Online purchases: computer software other than video games and upgrades Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for computer software 

(includes upgrades and paid apps; not games)

G2g I_BFIN Online purchases: shares/financial services/insurance Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for financial products 

(including shares and insurance)
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Code OECD 

ICT  Indicator

Code variable 

EUROSTAT

Change in 

correspondance
Title (EUROSTAT) Title (OECD)

G2g I_BFIN1 from 2016 onwards Individuals carried out at least one of the financial activities (i_bfin_sh, i_bfin_in, 

i_bfin_cr) over the internet.

i_bfin_sh = Individuals bought or sold shares, bonds, funds or other investment 

services over the internet; i_bfin_in = Individuals bought or renewed existing 

insurance policies, including those offered as a package together with another 

service (e.g. travel insurance offered together with a plane ticket) over the 

internet; i_bfin_cr = Individuals took a loan or arranged credit from banks or other 

financial prividers over the internet)

G2g I_BFIN2 from 2020 onwards In the last 3 months, I have carried out financial activities (I_BFIN_SH1, 

I_BFIN_IN1, I_BFIN_CR1) via a website or app (excluding e-mail) for private 

purposes. I_BFIN_SH1 relates to "having bought in the last 3 months or sold  via 

a website or app shares, bonds, units in funds or other financial assets". 

I_BFIN_IN1 relates to "having bought in the last 3 months via a website or app 

insurance policies, including travel insurance, also as a package together with 

e.g. a plane ticket". I_BFIN_CR1 relates to"having taken in the last 3 months via 

a website or app a loan, mortgage or arranged credit from banks or other 

financial providers".

G2h I_BFOOD Online purchases: Food/groceries Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for food, groceries, 

alcohol, tobacco and cosmetics

G2h1 I_BFDR new (from 2020 

onwards)

Online purchases (3 months): deliveries from restaurants, fast-food chains, 

catering services

Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for deliveries from 

restaurants, fast-food chains, catering services

G2h2 I_BFDS new (from 2020 

onwards)

Online purchases (3 months): food or beverages from stores or from meal-kits 

providers

Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, food or beverages 

from stores or from meal-kits providers

G2h3 I_BCBW new (from 2020 

onwards)

Online purchases (3 months): cosmetics, beauty or wellness products Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for cosmetics, beauty 

or wellness products

G2h4 I_BCPH new (from 2020 

onwards)

Online purchases (3 months): cleaning products or personal hygiene products Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for cleaning products 

or personal hygiene products

G2i I_BTS Individuals who ordered telecom services (e.g.TV, broadband or subscription, 

uploading money on prepaid phone cards...) over the Internet in the last 12 m

Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for ICT services 

(excluding software) 

G2i I_BSIMC from 2020 onwards Online purchases (3 months): subscriptions to the internet or mobile phone 

connections

G2j I_BMED Individuals who ordered medecine over the Internet in the last 12 months Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for medicine

G2j I_BMED1 from 2020 onwards Online purchases (3 months): medicine or dietary supplements such as vitamins 

(online renewal of prescriptions is not included)

G2k I_BFILM Online purchases: films/music Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for movies, short films, 

images and music products

G2k1 I_BFLMG new (from 2020 

onwards)

Online purchases (3 months): films or series as DVDs, Blu-ray etc. Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for films or series as 

DVDs, Blu-ray etc.

G2k2 I_BMUSG new (from 2020 

onwards)

Online purchases (3 months): music as CDs, vinyls etc. Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for music as CDs, 

vinyls etc.

G2m I_BEEQU Online purchases: electronic equipment Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for photographic, 

telecommunications or optical equipment

G2m I_BEEQU1 from 2020 onwards Online purchases (3 months): consumer electronics or household appliances

G2n I_BTICK Online purchases: tickets for events Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for tickets or bookings 

for entertainment events (e.g. sports)

G2n1 I_BCTICK new (from 2020 

onwards)

Online purchases (3 months): tickets to cultural or other events Individuals who have purchased online tickets tickets to cultural or other events - last 12 m (%)

G2n2 I_BSTICK new (from 2020 

onwards)

Online purchases (3 months): tickets to sport events Individuals who have purchased online tickets tickets to sport events - last 12 m (%)
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G2o I_BHOLS Individuals who booked travel and holiday accommodation over the Internet in 

the last 12 months

Individuals who have placed orders over the Internet, within the last 12 months, for travel products 

(e.g. travel tickets)

H1a I_CWRD I have used word processing software Individuals who have used word processing software, within the last 12 months

H1a I_CWRD1 from 2021 onwards Individuals who used word processing software

H1b I_CSUM Individuals who have used basic arithmetic formulae to add, subtract, multiply or 

divide figures in a spreadsheet

Individuals who have used basic arithmetic formulas in a spreadsheet, within the last 12 months

H1c I_CXLSADV I have used spreadsheet's advanced functions to organise and analyse data, 

such as sorting, filtering, using formulas, creating charts

Individuals who have used spreadsheet advanced functions to organise and anlyse data, within the 

last 12 months

H1c I_CXLSADV1 from 2021 onwards Individuals who used advanced features of spreadsheet software (functions, 

formulas, macros, Visual Basic) to organise, analyse, structure or modify data

H1d I_CPRES Individuals who have created electronic presentations with presentation software 

(e.g. slides), including e.g. images, sound, video or charts

Individuals who have used software for electronic presentations (slides) , within the last 12 months

H1d I_CPRES1 from 2015 onwards I have created presentations or documents integrating text, pictures, tables or 

charts

H1d I_CPRES2 from 2021 onwards Individuals who created files incorporating several elements such as text, 

pictures, tables, charts, animations or sound

H1e I_CEM Individuals who have sent an email with attached files Individuals who have sent e-mails with attached files (document, picture, video), within the last 12 

months

H1e I_CCS_EM from 2014 onwards Used e-mails with attached files when sharing documents, pictures or other files 

electronically

H1f I_ICHAT Individuals who have posted messages to chat rooms, newsgroups or an online 

discussion forum

Individuals who have posted messages (e.g. to chat rooms, newsgroups or forums), within the last 12 

months

H1g I_CXFER Individuals who have transferred files between computer and other devices Individuals who have transferred files (e.g. digital camera, mobile phone, m-player), within the last 12 

months

H1g I_CXFER1 from 2021 onwards Individuals who copied or moved files (e.g. documents, data, images, video) 

between folders, devices or on the cloud

H1h I_CINSAPP I have installed software or applications (apps) Individuals who have found, downloaded and installed software from the Internet, within the last 12 

months

H1h I_CINSAPP1 from 2021 onwards Individuals who downloaded or installed software or apps

H1i I_CGCONF Individuals who have modified or verified the configuration parameters of 

software applications (except Internet browsers)

Individuals who have modified or verified the configuration of software applications, within the last 12 

months

H1i I_CCONF from 2016 onwards Individuals who changed the settings of any software, including operational 

system or security programs

H1i I_CCONF1 from 2021 onwards Individuals who changed settings of software, app or device

H1j I_IBCONF Individuals who have modified the security settings of Internet browsers Individuals who have modified the security settings of Internet browsers, within the last 12 months

H1k I_CPRG Individuals who have written a computer program using a specialised 

programming language

Individuals who have written computer code using a specialised programing language, within the last 

12 months

H1k I_CPRG1 from 2015 onwards Individuals who have written code in a programming language

H1k I_CPRG2 from 2021 onwards Individuals who wrote code in a programming language

H1l I_CWEB Individuals who have created a Web page Individuals who have created a web page, within the last 12 months

H1m I_CINSOS Individuals who have installed a new or replaced an old operating system Individuals who have installed or replaced an operating system, within the last 12 months

I3 I_SEC2 Experienced any of the following security related problems: i_secvir1, i_secpif1, 

i_secflpp, i_secfrd1

Individuals who have experienced security incidents through using the Internet for private purposes, 

within the last 12 months

I3 I_SECANY from 2019 onwards Experienced any of the following security related incidents: I_SECFRD2, 

I_SECVIR1, I_SECMPI, I_SECSNH, I_SECOIT, I_SECPHI or I_SECPHA

I3a i_secvir In the last 12 months, I have experienced the following security problem: 

Computer virus resulting in loss of information or time

Individuals having catched a virus or other computer infection (e.g. worm or Trojan) resulting in loss of 

information, time or device damaging through using the Internet for private purposes, within the last 12 

months
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I3a I_SECVIR1 from 2010 onwards Caught a virus or other computer infection (e.g. worm or Trojan horse) resulting 

in loss of information or time

I3b i_secpif In the last 12 months, I have experienced the following security problem: Abuse 

of personal information sent on the Internet

Individuals having experienced abuse of personal information sent on the Internet and/or other privacy 

violations (e.g. abuse of pictures) through using the Internet for private purposes, within the last 12 

months

I3b I_SECPIF1 from 2010 onwards Abuse of personal information sent on the Internet and/or other privacy violations 

(e.g. abuse of pictures, videos, personal data uploaded on community websites)

I3c I_SECFLPP Financial loss as a result of receiving fraudulent messages ('phishing') or getting 

redirected to fake websites asking for personal information ('pharming')

Individuals having experienced a financial loss as a result of receiving fraudulent messages (phishing) 

or getting redirected to fake websites asking for personal information (pharming) through using the 

Internet for private purposes, within the last 12 months

I3c i_secfl2pp from 2019 onwards Individual having experienced financial loss, in the last 12 months, resulting from 

phishing or pharming

I3d i_secfrd In the last 12 months, I have experienced the following security problem: 

Fraudulent payment (credit or debit) card us

Individuals having experienced a financial loss due to fraudulent payment credit/debit card use, within 

the last 12 months

I3d I_SECFRD1 from 2010 onwards Financial loss due to fraudulent payment (credit or debit) card use

I3d I_SECFRD2 from 2019 onwards individual having experienced any of the following security related incidents 

through using the Internet for private purposes in the last 12 months: Fraudulent 

credit or debit card use

I6 I_PI Individuals provided personal information over the internet Individuals who have provided personal information on the Internet - last 12 m (%)

I7a I_PIACGEO Individuals managed access to their personal information on the internet by 

restricting access to their geograpical location

Individuals who managed access to their personal information on the internet by restricting access to 

their geograpical location

MAPS_RRGL from 2020 onwards Individuals manage access to personal data on the internet (3 months): restricted 

or refused access to the geographical location

I7b I_PIACSN Individuals managed access to their personal information on the internet by 

limiting access to their profile or content on social networking sites

Individuals who managed access to their personal information on the internet by limiting access to 

their profile or content on social networking sites

I_MAPS_LAP from 2020 onwards Individuals manage access to personal data on the internet (3 months): limited 

access to profile or content on social networking sites or shared online storage

I7c I_PIACADV Individuals managed access to their personal information on the internet by not 

allowing the use of personal information for advertising purposes

Individuals who managed access to their personal information on the internet by not allowing the use 

of personal information for advertising purposes

I_MAPS_RAAD from 2020 onwards Individuals manage access to personal data on the internet (3 months): refused 

allowing the use of personal data for advertising purposes

I7d I_MAPS_RPS Individuals manage access to personal data on the internet (3 months): read 

privacy policy statements before providing personal data

Individuals who managed access to personal data on the internet by reading privacy policy statements 

before providing personal data

I8 I_PCOOK Individuals have ever changed the settings in their internet browser to prevent or 

limit the amount of cookies

Individuals who have ever changed the settings in their internet browser to prevent or limit the amount 

of cookies

I_PCOOK1 from 2020 onwards Individuals have ever changed the settings in their internet browser to prevent or 

limit cookies on any of their devices (3 months)

I9 I_ATSW Individuals use anti-tracking software (software that limits the ability to track their 

activities on the internet)

Individuals who are using anti-tracking software (limiting the ability to track their activities on the 

internet)

I_USLCOOK from 2020 onwards Individuals use software that limits the ability to track their activities on the 

internet (3 months)
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